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hard to keep my faith in it; but I am sometimes thankful that I am
growing old.
There is perhaps less social ugliness and unheeded suffering in
England than when my life began. But the physical condition of
the mass of the workers is still dangerously low, as the following
remark by the Adjutant-General shows: 'In certain areas—for
instance, the big industrial area of the north—the percentage of
rejections rises to 68. It is awful/1 The reason for this state of
affairs is expressed in the words of President Franklin Roosevelt:
'The difficult and dangerous situation into which the United
States had got itself was due to the general attitude: "every man for
himself; the devil take the hindmost." Individualists were seeking
quick riches at the expense of other individualists. . . . One year
ago we were suffering under economic pressures so intolerable that
collapse was at hand. We had arrived at the day to make our
choice. The American people responded to the call for action
with eager enlistment—enlistment in the struggle against ruthless
self-seeking, reckless greed, and economic anarchy. We under-
took by lawful, constitutional "processes, to reorganize a disin-
tegrating system of production and exchange ... for the greater
happiness and well-being of the American people.'
But there is also a greater tolerance of injustice. Our fathers
had a capacity for moral indignation which we have mostly
lost.
Life for me has been a wonderful experience. I would not have
missed it for anything, but I should not like to go through it again.
It has been a strenuous business, with its disappointments and its
compensations nicely balanced. I have learned many interesting
things, but, as the end approaches, I am astonished at my own
ignorance.
What are the subjective compensations, the wages of the searcher
after truth and better ways of living? They may not be fully
realized even by himself; but among them is the sustaining belief
that other men, in days beyond the allotted span of his own life,
will reap where he has sown, and that in ways he cannot see the wise
use of his postponed power will help to secure for them a fuller
and a finer life.
Finally I express my deep gratitude to many revered teachers
whose thoughts and words have helped me, and to colleagues in
many enterprises, for their patience, example, and wise counsel.
1 News Chronicle, 2oth January 1934.

